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THE ILLITERACY
EPIDEMIC
I

Financial education
is the solution to this
crisis, says Jane
Goodland

SSUES linked to financial illiteracy
have reached epidemic proportions. In a country like the UK,
which boasts one of the largest,
most sophisticated and successful
financial systems in the world, the
lack of basic financial literacy among
vast swathes of the population should
be a source of intense shame.
Almost daily we are warned about
the looming threat of sky-high consumer debt, vulnerability to future
rate increases, and a savings gap that
puts millions at risk of struggling
through retirement.
Now a new report from the Financial
Conduct Authority (FCA) reveals a
staggering catalogue of financial difficulty across the country, with 25.6m
British adults classed as “financially
vulnerable”.
Among the “highlights” are some
frightening statistics on both debt and
savings: 4.1m have failed to pay their
bills or credit commitments in the
past six months; and only a third of
people aged 45 to 54 say they have prepared for retirement.
This issue needs to be high on the
government’s agenda, and while MPs
have already committed to some
measures, like legislating to provide
“breathing room” from debt, these are
only a sticking plaster.
The best way to tackle the problem is
cut it off at source.
As the FCA report points out, the
financial challenges are closely linked
to a lack of knowledge and low

engagement. The survey shows that 46
per cent of all UK adults say they have
limited financial knowledge, and an
incredible 17m adults with car insurance don’t understand the meaning of
“no claims”.
Despite the mountain of evidence
illustrating the financial vulnerability
of consumers, there is almost no
empirical data to show how best to
address the problem.
Acknowledging
this,
the
government has pledged £7m to try to
find a solution. Labelled the What
Works Fund, the money will be used
to evaluate the effectiveness of a selection of programmes across the country, each of which is designed to boost
our financial capability in one way or
another.
These initiatives range from Age
UK’s pilot of a budgeting system for
older people, to Wakefield Council’s
loan scheme designed to support
homeowners to hold onto their house.
Each will be evaluated to provide an
evidence base from which it is hoped
government will select the most effective and adopt across the UK.
As the FCA figures show, there is
clearly an urgent need to boost financial capability among the adult population. However, helping those in debt
to set repayment plans will not stop
people getting into a debt spiral in the
first place.
And supporting retirees to budget
won’t tackle the problem of

thousands reaching retirement each
year with inadequate savings.
Like numerous behaviours and character traits, who we are is shaped in
our early years, and evidence shows
that in fact many of our attitudes and
habits around money are formed
young, around age seven.
That is why one of the schemes
being tested through the What Works
Fund is targeted at primary school
education.
Backed by 20 financial services companies, the KickStart Money programme won’t teach kids about
compound interest or the stock market, but uses games and interactive
learning to give them the basis for
financial literacy in later life.
Simple exercises illustrating the benefits of delayed gratification or prioritising needs over wants gives them the
tools to be more financial savvy adults.
If the programme is successful, we
will ask the government to introduce
financial education onto the Primary
National Curriculum.
In a tense political time, a programme
to teach kids about finance is not an
obvious slam-dunk for any party.
Po l i c y m a ke r s
need to appeal to
voters feeling the
squeeze financially, and
measures to tackle today’s money
woes – like capping energy prices, or
increasing income tax thresholds –
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may look more appealing than a policy designed to help protect future
generations from the same money
concerns.
However, successful politicians have
appealed with “pincer” policies
designed to address issues in the here
and now, while also cutting problems
off at the source. Tony Blair’s “tough
on crime, tough on the causes” is perhaps the most famous example in the
UK. Similarly, in the US, Barack
Obama focussed on “equality in education” as a key pillar of his plan to
restore economic mobility.
It’s clear that people struggle to navigate the financial system and find it
easier to stick their head in the sand
when it comes to their finances.
The government must urgently
address the financial challenges faced
by UK households today, but also focus
on treating the scourge of financial
illiteracy which will otherwise continue to afflict future generations.
Knowledge is power, and the UK population desperately need to feel empowered to take control of their finances.
 Jane Goodland is the responsible
business director at Old Mutual Wealth
and co-chair of KickStart Money, a charity
programme supported by Tisa and MyBnk.
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